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IT Trainer

Apply Now

Company: NEXUS CORPORATION

Location: Tokyo

Category: other-general

Roles and Responsibilities: Test voice assistant for digital home appliances Understanding

the internal tools and product, training the new joiners and equipping them for the project,

Training the experienced resources in new product enhancements and tools

Demonstrated ability to learn quickly and work both independently and as a team in a fast-paced

environment Strong knowledge in Software Testing Life Cycle phases test case design, test

execution, defect logging/tracking and the Testing processes Ability to analyze test results

and identify patterns of issues, troubleshoot scenarios and compile detailed report

Responsible for training new hires on test process fundamentals, product features and business

etiquette Design and maintain training documentation and agenda Requirements Excellent

communication skills in English; should be able to read, write & speak fluently Experienced

user of mobile, wearables, and home technologies Good presentation skills and strong

ability to provide clear guidelines to new Joiners Good knowledge of Voice Assistants (eg:

Siri) to design training agenda and documentation Experience with coordinating and leading

group trainings Must have a technical bend and be able to pick up & explain concepts w.r.t. Test

Automation, GIThub to the New Joiners & existing team members Knowledge in Swift

programming language Knowledge in Python or Java programming language can be considered,

but then should have capability to pick-up Swift language Test Automation expertise is desirable

6-7years
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Understanding the internal tools and product, training the new joiners and equipping them

for the project, Training the experienced resources in new product enhancements

and tools

Demonstrated ability to learn quickly and work both independently and as a team in a fast-

paced environment

Strong knowledge in Software Testing Life Cycle phases – test case design, test

execution, defect logging/tracking and the Testing processes

Ability to analyze test results and identify patterns of issues, troubleshoot scenarios and

compile detailed report

Responsible for training new hires on test process fundamentals, product features and

business etiquette

Design and maintain training documentation and agenda

Requirements

Excellent communication skills in English; should be able to read, write & speak fluently 

Experienced user of mobile, wearables, and home technologies

Good presentation skills and strong ability to provide clear guidelines to new Joiners

Good knowledge of Voice Assistants (eg: Siri) to design training agenda and

documentation

Experience with coordinating and leading group trainings

Must have a technical bend and be able to pick up & explain concepts w.r.t. Test Automation,

GIThub to the New Joiners & existing team members

Knowledge in Swift programming language

Knowledge in Python or Java programming language can be considered, but then should



have capability to pick-up Swift language

Test Automation expertise is desirable
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